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”The antidote to “feel good” history is not “feel bad” history, but honest and inclusive history”1.
We believe that it is necessary for the emotional and academic health of our students to challenge
the dominant majoritarian narrative in a way that values all voices, creates window/mirror opportunities for
students and advances the work of racial equity.

If CRT has shown that the law is not neutral, which it has,

and those laws have been used throughout American history simultaneously to both privilege and to oppress;
Then it is vital to amend/revise our history instruction to acknowledge the American government’s agency in
the promotion of white supremacy as a way of working towards dismantling systemic racism.

Reframing American history can advance racial equity work: Underlying principles
1.

“Critical race theory sees the official school curriculum as a culturally specific artifact designed to
maintain a White supremacist master script. “2

2. History curriculum can be a tool for advancing racial equity, “explore accumulated advantage and
disadvantage…this helps reveal how privilege develops and gaps grow in both ends. In turn, this
means that any remedies must address structural over‐advantaging of whites as well as under‐
advantaging people of color. Further, seeing that these gaps have grown over time through the
confluence and cumulative impact of myriad over‐advantages and under‐advantages also helps to
lay bare that privilege exists, has been constructed, and will need to be intentionally and strategically
dismantled systemically in order for racial equity to emerge.” 3

Example UNIT: Intro/Setting the Stage with CRT
Sources: NO TEXTBOOK‐ We “DJ” together our sources. We use “Digital History” out of the University of
Houston as our baseline (majoritarian) history source. The technology‐centric series “America the Story of
US” serves as an example of the promotion of American Exceptionalism (which we use to teach critical
thinking/analysis skills).

Many of our counter‐narratives are primary sources that are available online, or

come from sources like Zinn, Library of Congress, National Archives or Smithsonian.
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Intro Unit: The American Dream
We start the course with an examination of the contemporary and historic views of the idea of “The
American Dream”. Students’ interview family and friends, watch NY Times clips about the dream, read
articles and get to a place of understanding of what it is “supposed to be”. We explain that the dream hasn’t
always been for everyone. It has been a process in America, of gaining access to the dream‐ and still we
aren’t all there (see Ta‐Nehisi Coates “Between the World and Me”’ references to the “Dreamers” as white).
Access to the dream hasn’t been equal and for some, the dream is nightmarish. “If a certain group loses their
ability to be politically included, their hope and voice for equality and access to the American Dream is lost.”4

Unit 1: Columbian Exchange/Colonialism
Students study the era of European expansion/colonization, the Columbian “Exchange” and the
impacts/ramifications on the hemispheres and their people of trans‐Atlantic crossings and settlements.
Institutionalized racism begins with various laws being passed in Jamestown (ex. “1639 Black slaves were
prohibited from carrying firearms by a 1639 Virginia law, which prescribed 20 lashes for violations of the
statute. There was one exception: with his master’s permission, a slave could bear firearms to defend against
Indian raids”5. A 1662 law decreed that the children of slaves took on the status of their mother, in contrast
to common law, which conferred the father’s status on a child. The law was intended to enslave the
increasing number of children fathered by white men.)
Essential Questions: Who makes the rules and are they just? Whose story is being told?
A.

Intro: Pre‐European/Early contact
1. Overview of Native societies prior to the arrival of Europeans6. 95%+? Of all tribal
people decimated by disease. Easier to take over with less numbers.
2. European Exploration7 and Conquest‐ Europeans have guns, germs (domesticated
animals), steel, trans‐Atlantic travel capacity and are able to conquer the Western
Hemisphere and therefore believe in their own inherent superiority. This is reinforced
by “science” ‐teachings of white supremacy coming out of “intellectual” Europe8. The
enslavement of people of color begins with the establishment of nations/colonies in the
Western Hemisphere. The belief that there is a correlation between “race”=
intellect/civilization grows deep roots and shapes future policies and decisions.
3. Columbus: Hero or Heel9? We examine the majoritarian story of Columbus as an
example of sanitized history that affirms the legitimacy of colonization.
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4. Las Casas: Another view (critical)1011 Spanish priest who wrote a diary and travelled with
Columbus and was openly critical of the hypocrisy and brutality of the conquistadores.
B. European Settlement in the Western Hemisphere
a. Spain, France, England’s 12 claims on Native lands
1. Power/privilege goes to those who gain early land grants and begin
establishing governments by and for white, Protestant, land‐owning men.
This archetype is maintained for centuries. “Blindspot” research 13 indicates
that our brains are wired to give preferential treatment to those “like us”.
We know that racism was the “norm”. Ergo: if all the leadership power is in
the hands of a homogeneous group, that groups’ power will have
compounding advantage= white privilege. This is continues with little
disruption, aside from the expansion of whiteness (to include Italians, Irish,
Jewish, etc.)
2. Native tribes are displaced/ land from the Atlantic‐Pacific is “claimed” by
European monarchs, these claims are legitimized within the group of
European powers.
b. 13 colonies (geography and regional development)14 What you permit, you
promote!
1. Geography; Study map of the US (features, 50 states) to understand the
eventual “playing field” or set for the upcoming scenes.
2. Jamestown : Colonial Case Study: economics (tobacco) & relationship with
Werecomoco/Powhatan tribe.15
3. Plymouth: Colonial Case Study: religious “freedom”16 and King
Philip/Metacom’s war.
4. Developing a new “American” identity: studying the 13 colonies regional
differences and the construct of the early Euro‐American Dream.
5.

The Triangle Trade and the establishment of the trans‐Atlantic slave trade,
interconnectedness of economics (not just about the Southern economy!)
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2016 student reflections on course content: The Dream, Reconstruction, Jim Crow, the power of language.









The government’s role was initially to build inequality by creating the Jim Crow laws which
restricted people of color in multiple ways: Black people are unable to vote, attend the same
restaurants, bathrooms and even waiting rooms. Why should the color of your skin decide
your ‘importance’? Also, even after slavery, black people are treated like animals rather than
equals along with immigrants, women, and Native Americans. Holand D.
The American Dream to me is less of a personal dream but a sort of a national objective. The
Dream itself, I think, changes a lot based on the current American economic, political, and
social (race, fair wages, gay marriage, etc.) outlook. For example, in this day and age I believe
the American Dream means we would really have absolute equality—no more unnecessary
police shootings, issues about gay marriage, and unfair wages between men and
women. Luca P.
It is important to use the term enslaved people and not slaves because using enslaved people
humanizes them by calling them human. Slaves hides that. Bailey B.
After slavery was ended the enslaved people were freed, but they had no money and were
put into debt by their former owners. So even though there wasn't slavery people of color
still felt oppression. This is why I think there is still racism about people of color. If in our
history there were treated like animals its no wonder why there is still discrimination about
that today. There are some wounds only time can heal and I think that this is not one of
them. Everyone needs to work harder especially our generation if we want racism to
disappear. Gracie L.

